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Abstract
Background: A single subanesthetic infusion of the N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor antagonist ketamine has rapid and
potent antidepressant properties in treatment-resistant major depressive disorder (TRD). As a family history of an alcohol use
disorder is a positive predictor of ketamine’s antidepressant response and the strength of the association increases over time,
we hypothesized that depressed subjects with a family history of an alcohol use disorder would have greater antidepressant
durability and that riluzole would augment and/or extend ketamine’s antidepressant efficacy.
Methods: Fifty-two TRD subjects received an open-label infusion of ketamine (0.5 mg/kg over 40 minutes), and, four to six hours
post-infusion, were randomized to either flexible-dose (100–200 mg/day) riluzole or placebo in the following proportions: Family
History Positive (FHP) riluzole (n = 10), FHP placebo (n = 9), Family History Negative (FHN) riluzole (n = 16), and FHN placebo (n = 17).
Results: FHP subjects randomized to placebo had a greater antidepressant response than FHN subjects; however, contrary to our
initial hypothesis, there was no significant difference in antidepressant efficacy with riluzole. Although potentially underpowered,
there was no difference in overall time-to-relapse based on randomization status (riluzole responders: n = 15, placebo responders:
n = 17). Yet, time-to-relapse was longer in FHP placebo responders (n = 8) compared to FHN placebo responders (n = 9) with, again,
no significant difference in time-to-relapse in FHP riluzole responders (n = 6) compared to FHN riluzole responders (n = 9).
Conclusions: Ketamine’s extended antidepressant durability in FHP TRD should be considered in the design and analysis of
ketamine depression trials.
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Introduction
Major depressive disorder (MDD) has one of the highest morbidities worldwide (Kessler et al., 2003; Ustun et al., 2004;
Ormel et al., 2008), and, as demonstrated in large real-world

effectiveness trials (Rush et al., 2006, 2011), standard antidepressants are effective in only a proportion of patients. Additionally,
there is a substantial time lag in response: 2–4 weeks for initial
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effect and 6–12 weeks for maximal efficacy. Treatment-resistant
MDD (TRD) is associated with substantial psychosocial dysfunction, morbidity, and mortality, due in part to suicide and undertreated medical comorbidities. As a result, there is a critical need
for better and more rapid-acting antidepressants to quickly alleviate the burden of depression for patients, their families and
friends, and society at large.
The
noncompetitive
N-methyl-D-aspartate
(NMDA)
receptor antagonist ketamine, a US Food and Drug
Administration–approved dissociative anesthetic, acted as a
rapid-acting antidepressant in several randomized, doubleblind, placebo-controlled (Berman et al., 2000; Zarate et al.,
2006, 2012; Diazgranados et al., 2010; Valentine et al., 2011;
Murrough, Iosifescu, et al., 2013) and open-label (Ibrahim et al.,
2012; Murrough, Perez, et al., 2013) studies. Unlike monoaminergic antidepressants, which often require weeks to months to
achieve maximal efficacy, a single subanesthetic dose of ketamine has rapid (within hours) and potent (at least one week)
antidepressant efficacy. As a result, there have been numerous
efforts to maintain ketamine’s antidepressant efficacy beyond
this one-week window. In several case reports (Liebrenz et al.,
2009; Murrough et al., 2011; Blier et al., 2012) and an openlabeled trial (Murrough, Perez, et al., 2013), repeated-dose ketamine prolonged the initial antidepressant response. However,
there are as yet no controlled long-term studies demonstrating
that repeated-dose ketamine is safe and tolerable. Based on preliminary antidepressant efficacy in MDD (Sanacora et al., 2004,
2007; Zarate et al., 2004), the glutamatergic modulator riluzole
has been investigated as an oral means of prolonging ketamine’s antidepressant response. Mathew et al. (2010) administered double-blind flexible dose (100–200mg/day) riluzole to 17
TRD ketamine responders in a randomized, placebo-controlled,
32-day extension trial. In an interim analysis, riluzole did not
delay time to relapse and, as a result, the trial was stopped for
futility. Next, our group designed and recently reported a fourweek, randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled riluzole
extension trial following open-label subanesthetic dose ketamine infusion in 42 TRD patients (Zarate et al., 2012). In that
report, there was also no improvement in depression between
riluzole and placebo groups.
We have explored demographic and clinical factors to
identify subgroups associated with better response in order
to maximize ketamine’s antidepressant effects. In both treatment-resistant MDD (Phelps et al., 2009) and bipolar depression (Luckenbaugh et al., 2012), subjects with a family history of
alcohol dependence in a first-degree relative had a more robust
and sustained antidepressant response to ketamine. Also, in a
recent pooled correlative analysis of all our reported ketamine
trials at the National Institute of Mental Health, at one week
post-infusion, family history of an alcohol use disorder in a
first-degree relative was the strongest studied demographic
and clinical predictor of ketamine response, alone accounting
for up to 22% of the variance in percent change in the 17-item
Hamilton Depression Rating Scale (HDRS17) scores (Niciu,
Luckenbaugh, et al., 2014). Finally, in an independent sample
of 42 patients with treatment-resistant bipolar depression,
a family history of alcoholism also correlated with improved
antidepressant response to ketamine: 17 of 22 responders vs. 4
of 20 non-responders had a positive family history (PermodaOsip et al., 2014). And, in two bipolar depression samples
(Luckenbaugh et al., 2012; Permoda-Osip et al., 2014) but not
in our unipolar depressed sample (Phelps et al., 2009), a lifetime personal history of an alcohol use disorder also predicted
improved antidepressant efficacy.

After our initial ketamine riluzole extension trial report
(Ibrahim et al., 2012), enrollment continued with the aim of
identifying biomarkers and clinical predictors of treatment
response. Here, we report the effect of family history of an alcohol use disorder in a first-degree relative over the full 28-day
trial, and include 10 additional patients. We hypothesized that
improvement in depressive symptoms resulting from a single
ketamine infusion would be prolonged beyond one week in
subjects with a family history of an alcohol use disorder in a
first-degree relative (Family History Positive [FHP]) compared to
those without an alcohol use disorder in an immediate relative
(Family History Negative [FHN]). We also hypothesized that riluzole would augment and/or extend ketamine’s antidepressant
efficacy in FHP but not FHN subjects. Finally, as in our initial
report (Phelps et al., 2009), we hypothesized that a lifetime personal history of an alcohol use disorder would not predict ketamine’s antidepressant efficacy in this larger TRD sample.

Methods
Patient Selection
All subjects (18–65 years old) had a diagnosis of MDD without psychotic features as assessed by face-to-face evaluation with a licensed independent psychiatric practitioner and
Structured Clinical Interview for Axis I DSM-IV DisordersPatient Version. They were admitted to the Clinical Research
Center of the National Institute of Mental Health in Bethesda,
Maryland, between January 2006 and September 2013 and had a
Montgomery Asberg Depression Rating Scale (MADRS) severity
score of ≥22 both at screening and on the day of ketamine infusion (with no greater than a 25% decrease between screening and
infusion). Additionally, participants were in a major depressive
episode of at least four weeks duration at the time of screening.
Treatment resistance was confirmed by prior failure of at least 2
adequate antidepressant trials using a modified version of the
antidepressant treatment history form (Sackeim, 2001).
Stable physical health was assessed by medical history,
physical examination, standard laboratory measures, electrocardiogram, and urine toxicology. All subjects could not meet
criteria for an active substance use disorder (excluding nicotine
or caffeine) for at least 3 months prior to enrollment. Comorbid
axis I anxiety disorders were permitted if they were not the primary focus of treatment within 12 months prior to screening.
Exclusion criteria included serious unstable medical conditions
(e.g. uncontrolled asthma or hypertension), previous use of ketamine, riluzole, or phencyclidine, and concomitant treatment
with psychotropic medications or electroconvulsive therapy in
the 2 weeks prior to infusion (at least 5 weeks for fluoxetine).
Female subjects could not be pregnant or nursing and agreed to
use approved methods of birth control or complete abstinence
during the entirety of the protocol.
The written protocol was approved by the Combined
Neuroscience Institutional Review Board of the National
Institutes of Health (NIH). All subjects provided written informed
consent for screening and this specific protocol, and were
assigned an independent clinical research advocate to impartially monitor the consent process and ensure ethical research
participation.

Study Design and Medications
As previously described (Ibrahim et al., 2012), this was a double-blind, randomized, parallel-group, placebo-controlled,
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flexible-dose, inpatient study conducted to determine the antidepressant efficacy of an intravenous ketamine infusion followed by oral riluzole. Following a 2-week drug-free period (5
weeks for fluoxetine), 52 subjects received a single open-label
infusion of 0.5 mg/kg ketamine hydrochloride over 40 minutes.
Four to six hours post-infusion, subjects were randomized to
either flexible-dose (100–200mg/day) riluzole or placebo twice
daily for 4 weeks. Dose escalations occurred on a weekly basis
until the appearance of treatment-limiting side effects or study
completion. Dose reductions were permitted by one capsule
(50 mg/week to a minimum of 100 mg/day) in the case of intolerable side effects. Nursing staff monitored medication adherence. No concomitant medications with central nervous system
effects were permitted throughout the 4-week trial.

Outcome Measures and Statistical Analyses
As in our prior studies (Phelps et al., 2009; Luckenbaugh et al.,
2012; Niciu, Luckenbaugh, et al., 2014), family history was
assessed pre-infusion with the Family Interview for Genetic
Studies. FHP was defined as having at least one first-degree relative with an alcohol use disorder, and, as corollary, FHN was
defined as an absence of a first-degree relative with an alcohol
use disorder. Subjects were rated with a battery of neuropsychiatric measures at 60 minutes prior to infusion, at several
post-infusion time points on infusion day (+40, +80, +120, and
+230 minutes) and throughout the following 28 days. The following measures were rated daily: the MADRS (Montgomery and
Asberg, 1979), HDRS17 (Hamilton, 1960), the Beck Depression
Inventory (Beck and Beamesderfer, 1974), the Scale of Suicide
Ideation (Beck et al., 1979), and the Young Mania Rating Scale
(YMRS; Young et al., 1978). The Hamilton Anxiety Rating Scale
(Hamilton, 1959) was obtained at days 1, 3, 7, 14, 21, and 28.
Change in MADRS was primary and the remaining measures
were secondary outcomes. All assessments were administered by research nurses, licensed independent practitioners
(including psychiatrists), and psychologists who often evaluated the same patients concurrently to maximize reliability: for
the MADRS, the inter-class correlation coefficient (ICC) = 0.94;
HDRS17: ICC = 0.92; and YMRS: ICC = 0.92. Whenever possible,
the same blinded rater conducted the clinician-administered
ratings for an individual patient. As all subjects were inpatients, daily ratings were obtained for the entirety of the 28-day
trial, even if the subjects relapsed post-ketamine infusion (see
Results for additional information on treatment retention).
Factorial linear mixed models with restricted maximum likelihood estimation and an autoregressive moving average covariance structure were used to examine the change in clinical
ratings over the treatment course with study day as the withinsubjects factor and family history of an alcohol use disorder and
medication (riluzole vs. placebo) extension as between-subjects
factors. Baseline rating scale scores were included as covariates. All potential interactions between time, family history of
an alcohol use disorder, and drug were included in the model.
The fixed intercept was included, but the random intercept and
random subject effect were not included because they did not
contribute significantly to the model. The primary analysis used
the intent-to-treat sample, where all participants had at least
one post-baseline measure.
Kaplan-Meier survival analyses were performed using
patients who responded (≥50% MADRS improvement from
baseline) to ketamine at ≤230 minutes post-infusion. Relapse
was defined by 2 consecutive days where the patient had ≤25%
improvement from baseline MADRS. A log-rank test was used
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to compare drug effects, and family history of an alcohol use
disorder was examined within each drug group.
Additional models examined a lifetime personal history of
an alcohol use disorder in the same fashion as described above.
All analyses used two-tailed significance criteria of p < .05
and were performed with SPSS 21 (IBM).

Results
A total of 142 subjects were assessed under our screening protocol, 59 subjects were enrolled, and 52 subjects received ketamine
followed by randomization to riluzole or placebo (Supplemental
Figure S1). The demographics and clinical characteristics of the
sample are reported in Supplemental Table S1. Family history
and drug groups resulting from randomization were in the following proportions: FHN placebo (n = 17), FHP placebo (n = 9),
FHN riluzole (n = 16), and FHP riluzole (n = 10).
On controlling for baseline MADRS, we first observed a main
effect of group [MADRS: FHN (n = 33) < FHP (n = 19); F(1,49) = 5.25,
p = .03] over the course of 4 weeks but no main effect of drug
[F(1,50) = 0.07, p = .79]. Yet, there was a significant group-bydrug interaction [F(1,49) = 5.18, p = .03], such that FHP subjects
had less depression than FHN subjects [F(1,50) = 9.69, p = .003]
when randomized to placebo (Figure 1A). An analogous effect
was not evident with riluzole [F(1,48) = 0.003, p = .95; Figure 1B].
Although potentially underpowered, the three-way interaction
(group-by-drug-by-time) did not reach statistical significance
[F(27,403) = 1.50, p = .053].
A similar group-by-drug interaction was observed for the
HDRS17 [F(1,48) = 9.82, p = .003]. There were no significant group-bydrug effects, however, observed for the Beck Depression Inventory
[F(1,49) = 1.95, p = .17], Hamilton Anxiety Rating Scale [F(1,44) = 3.41,
p = .09], Scale of Suicide Ideation [F(1,30) = 0.09, p = .77] or YMRS
[F(1,48) = 1.83, p = .18]. There were no statistically-significant threeway interactions on any of these secondary measures.
We next performed time-to-relapse survival analyses in ketamine responders (placebo: n = 17; riluzole: n = 15; Figure 2). Riluzole
did not significantly delay time-to-relapse (χ2 = 3.73, p = .053; again,
the analysis may be underpowered to detect this effect as the
effect size was large [Cohen’s d = 0.78]; Figure 2A). The group-bydrug responder breakdown was as follows: FHN placebo responders: n = 9; FHP placebo responders, n = 8; FHN riluzole responders:
n = 9; and FHP riluzole responders, n = 6. The FHN group relapsed
more quickly than the FHP group on randomization to placebo
(χ2 = 7.38, p = .007; FHN placebo responders [3.6 days, SE = 1.0] vs.
FHP placebo responders [17.0 days, SE = 3.9]; Figure 2B). Five of the
nine FHN placebo responders dropped out, on average, 14 ± 3.9 days
into the 28-day trial due to worsening mood and anxiety. Only 1 of
the 8 FHP placebo responders dropped out before study completion: at day 18, again due to worsening depression. There was no
significant difference between FHP and FHN subjects randomized
to riluzole post-ketamine infusion (χ2 = 0.16, p = .69; FHN riluzole
responders [19.6 days, SE = 3.3] vs. FHP riluzole responders [15.8
days, SE = 3.6]; data not shown).
Similar predictor analyses were performed with a lifetime
personal history of an alcohol use disorder (see Supplemental
Materials).

Discussion
Ketamine has rapid-acting antidepressant effects in both treatment-resistant unipolar (Berman et al., 2000; Zarate et al., 2006;
Valentine et al., 2011; Murrough, Iosifescu, et al., 2013) and bipolar (Diazgranados et al., 2010; Zarate et al., 2012) depression.
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Figure 1. Ketamine’s antidepressant efficacy is improved for at least four weeks in treatment-resistant unipolar depressed subjects with a family history of an alcohol
use disorder. (A) When randomized to placebo 4–6 hours after a single subanesthetic intravenous ketamine infusion, treatment-resistant unipolar depressed subjects
with a family history of an alcohol use disorder displayed a greater antidepressant response over the next four weeks [group x time interaction: F(1,50) = 9.69, p = .003].
(B) When randomized to flexible-dose riluzole (100–200mg/day) 4–6 hours after a single subanesthetic intravenous infusion of ketamine, there was no statistically
significant difference in antidepressant response based on family history status [group x time interaction: F(1,68) = .003, p = .95]. Abbreviations: FHP: family history
positive; FHN: family history negative.

Although the effect size is large to very large, even in refractory
populations (Aan Het Rot et al., 2012), not all patients have an
antidepressant (or even a positive) response (Niciu, Grunschel,
et al., 2013; Szymkowicz et al., 2014). In order to better predict
response, our group has extensively investigated treatment
response biomarkers (Zarate et al., 2013; Niciu, Mathews, et al.,
2014), and one of the strongest positive predictors is a family history of an alcohol use disorder in a first-degree relative (Phelps
et al., 2009; Luckenbaugh et al., 2012; Niciu, Luckenbaugh, et al.,
2014). In our combined dataset, the strength of this association increased over time, such that it was the strongest identified predictor at one week, alone explaining up to 22% of the
antidepressant variance (Niciu, Luckenbaugh, et al., 2014). Yet,
this mediating effect in both unipolar and bipolar depression
has only been studied up to one week after ketamine infusion. In the present report, ketamine’s antidepressant efficacy
was extended for four weeks (and potentially even longer, as

the study completed at this time) in FHP subjects. Additionally,
FHP extended the duration of antidepressant response by, on
average, 13.4 days. These differences, however, were not due to
poorer tolerability of ketamine in the FHN group, as the 5 FHN
placebo patients who dropped out discontinued their participation, on average, two weeks into the trial due to worsening mood
and anxiety.
Next, the lack of antidepressant efficacy in the FHP riluzole group was contrary to our initial hypothesis. As a potential
explanation, we hypothesize that the acute “glutamate surge” is
greater in the FHP group, which increases AMPA-to-NMDA receptor throughput and intracellular second messenger/signal transduction cascades critical for ketamine’s antidepressant response
(Niciu, Ionescu, et al., 2013). The acute post-infusion administration of riluzole may decrease this synaptic glutamate release by
antagonizing presynaptic ionotropic sodium channels, thereby
preferentially attenuating ketamine’s antidepressant efficacy.
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Figure 2. Ketamine’s antidepressant efficacy is maintained in treatment-resistant unipolar depressed subjects with a family history of an alcohol use disorder. (A)
Prior to stratification by family history status, in a Kaplan-Meier survival analysis, riluzole did not delay time-to-relapse in treatment-resistant MDD antidepressant responders (χ2 = 3.73, p = .053). Response was defined as ≥50% MADRS improvement from baseline at any time point before 230 minute post-infusion, and
relapse was defined as two consecutive days where patients had <25% improvement from baseline MADRS. (B) In the subgroup analysis, ketamine’s antidepressant
response was extended in FHP patients randomized to placebo post–ketamine infusion. Abbreviations: FHP: family history positive; FHN: family history negative.

Although too rapid to explain the acute effects, increased riluzoleinduced astrocytic GLT-1/EAAT-2 expression also may abrogate the
extended antidepressant efficacy of ketamine in the FHP group.
We view a family history of an alcohol use disorder as a proxy
for genetic or epigenetic risk. As alcohol use disorders are estimated to be at least 50% heritable (Enoch, 2013), we hypothesize
that at least a portion of the increased antidepressant efficacy
in FHP TRD is attributable to common genetic variation: e.g., single nucleotide polymorphisms and variable number of tandem
repeats. Differential glutamate receptor sensitivity may be based
on such variation in NMDA receptor subunits (Schumann et al.,
2008) and other downstream effectors proteins (Niciu, Ionescu,
et al., 2013). However, a family history of an alcohol use disorder also predisposes to other factors, (e.g., an increased risk of

physical abuse which, of note, was the only investigated demographic factor significantly increased in the FHP group) that
may have long-lasting epigenetic effects (e.g., differential methylation, acetylation and microRNA expression), contributing to
this enhanced antidepressant efficacy. Differential methylation
(Ressler et al., 2011) and microRNA expression (Zhou et al., 2014)
have been observed in post-traumatic stress disorder. Future
research should be aimed at identifying the genetic and neural
substrates of this differential sensitivity, which may ultimately
allow patient stratification based on more objective, continuous measures than the subjective, categorical domain of family
history.
Contrary to family history, a lifetime personal history of an
alcohol use disorder did not predict ketamine’s antidepressant
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efficacy in this (potentially underpowered) sample. In post
hoc analyses from our ketamine bipolar depression studies
(Diazgranados et al., 2010; Zarate et al., 2012), however, a lifetime
personal history of an alcohol use disorder moderated improved
antidepressant response (Luckenbaugh et al., 2012), a finding which has been replicated in an independent Polish bipolar
depression ketamine cohort (Permoda-Osip et al., 2014). In addition to its γ-aminobutyric acid effects, alcohol is also a weak NMDA
receptor antagonist (Lovinger, 1995; Fink and Gothert, 1996; Kash
et al., 2008). We hypothesize that, due to lingering NMDA receptor blockade, chronic alcohol exposure produces long-term glutamatergic dysfunction—i.e., differential expression of ionotropic
(postsynaptic) and/or metabotropic (both pre- and postsynaptic)
receptors—that persists even after prolonged abstinence. In support of this hypothesis, central glutamate perturbations have
been reported in alcohol use disorders alone and in combination with bipolar disorder, even after ≥1 year abstinence (Thoma
et al., 2011). Decreased dorsolateral prefrontal cortical “Glx” (magnetic resonance-detectable glutamate + glutamine) has also been
observed in (primarily male) alcohol-dependent bipolar patients
compared to non-alcohol dependent bipolar and healthy control
subjects (Nery et al., 2010). Taken together, ketamine’s differential
effects in PHP treatment-resistant unipolar vs. bipolar depression
may represent a critical avenue for future neurobiological and
pharmacological investigations.
In conclusion, we again present compelling evidence that FHP
treatment-resistant unipolar depressed subjects have a more
robust antidepressant response to ketamine. Due to the length
of this study, we report for the first time that the antidepressant
effect of a single infusion is sustained over an entire for at least
four weeks. FHP also delayed time-to-relapse in ketamine responders. Finally, although potentially underpowered, total MADRS
change was not predicted by personal history status. Due to the
strength and longevity of ketamine’s antidepressant efficacy in
FHP patients, we encourage all future ketamine depression studies to assess, report, and potentially co-vary based on this variable.

Supplementary Material
For supplementary material accompanying this paper, visit
http://www.ijnp.oxfordjournals.org/
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